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ABSTRACT

Cracking is one of the concerns cited by owners of structures adjacent to construction or mine blasting. During the past decade a large number of measurements have documented the low level of crack response produced by typical, ground motions compared to those produced by climatological effects. These data support the observation that there is a level below which ground motions do not cause even cosmetic cracking. As with all new findings, these crack response measurements need to be thoroughly investigated for all possible alternative interpretations. Among these alternatives is that uncracked locations are more affected than cracked locations. This paper presents measurements to shed light on the influence of existing cracks and the response of uncracked, but weak locations. Blast and weather induced responses of cracked and uncracked areas of gypsum wall board are compared in two structures: one near a surface coal mine in Indiana, the other near a limestone quarry in Florida. The ground motions that excited one of the structures were unusual in that the dominant excitation frequencies of 5 Hz were near the structure’s natural frequency and amplitudes exceeded 0.7 ips (18mm/s).
INTRODUCTION

Concerns about crack response measurements

Concern has been expressed about the evidence provided by crack measurements that support the observation that there is a level below which vibrations have no potential to induce cosmetic cracks. Two of these concerns will be addressed herein: 1) cracks are not locations of current maximum sensitivity and uncracked locations may be more sensitive to vibration, and 2) there are critical excitation motions that can maximize response that are not included in the data. These concerns have arisen because of several coalescing points of view. First there is the need to ensure that all critical factors have been included in the crack response measurements. Second there is the sensory difficulty of believing that environmental effects, which are silent, can be more influential than those that are noisy and disturbing. Finally there is the age-old issue of proximate cause: the assertion that even a small vibration can cause cracking if it occurs at the moment all of the other effects combine to maximize the strain in the wall.

Consider first the concern of most sensitive location. It has been hypothesized that once a crack is formed, the strain concentration is relieved and the large local deformations leading to cracking are reduced. Thus cracks are now positions of low strain or deformation and thus low potential for cracking. What may then be important is response of uncracked locations. This paper will explore two case histories that involve measurement of the response of multiple, weak but uncracked locations in gypsum drywall. These weak locations are the joints between drywall sheets. Dry wall joints are comprised of a thin, paper tape covered with 2 to 3 mm (1/16 to 1/8 inch) of plaster. The sheets themselves are composed of 12 mm (1/2 in) of gypsum encapsulated by 2 to 3 mm of cardboard. All things being equal, the paper thin joints are weaker than the half inch thick sheets themselves. Response of the joints to long term, environmental effects will be compared to the response to vibratory effects. The long term and vibratory response of unjointed locations on drywall sheets (basically the null response) will also be compared. Both of these responses will be compared to that of a cracked section where the crack was not fully extended.

Second, consider critical excitation. Critical is most often defined as high amplitude (particle velocity) excitation at the natural frequency of the structure or its components. It has been hypothesized that not enough cases of low frequency, high amplitude motions have been observed. If these low frequency events had been observed, higher amplification would have occurred which would have lead to higher dynamic crack response. Low frequency excitation would be that which would be equal to the natural frequency of the walls and the super structure, 10 to 20 Hz and 5 to 10 Hz respectively. High amplitude would be near or exceeding 12 to 25 mm/s (0.5 to 1.0 inches per second). The Indiana house, was subjected to such low frequency, 5 Hz, excitation and high amplitude motions. In several instances the amplitudes exceeded 12 mm/s at low excitation frequencies. Response of this house can be linked to cracked and uncracked drywall joint response to explore the effect of excitation motions whose frequency matches that of the super structure. Excitation motions with dominant frequencies that match those of the walls, 10 to 20 Hz, are involved in almost all cracking studies and require no special investigation.
1. RESPONSE OF UNCRACKED, WEAK SECTIONS OF WALLS

*Change in distance across a weakness is an index of possible crack development*

Response of uncracked sections was obtained with localized measurement of micrometer changes in distances between a sensor and its target (hereinafter called displacement) when mounted across weaknesses in walls. Displacement across weaknesses is proportional to strains in the weakness. These displacements were measured with the same sensors as employed with the Autonomous Crack Measurement [ACM] system (Dowding, 2008). When placed across a crack they measure change in crack width as discussed below, and when placed across an uncracked weakness, they measure displacements and thus strains across that weakness or material. Thus the same sensor can be employed to study on comparable basis localized displacements or responses across both uncracked weakness and cracks.

ACM systems measure the displacement perpendicular to the crack, or in this case a weakness, which is an index for the potential for crack extension, or in this case crack development. The logic of ACM system is similar to splitting wood with a wedge. Hammering the wedge into the wood increases the width of the crack, extends the crack, and eventually splits the wood. If the wedge is backed out, the crack would decline in width, but still respond to small movements of the wedge. Only when the wedge is advanced beyond its farthest penetration (or the split widened beyond maximum past width) will the wood split advance. Thus comparing changes in crack width (or distance between sensor and target - i.e. displacement) provides a comparison of the potential for crack extension (or in this case crack appearance).

*Choice of uncracked wall sections for measurement*

Joints between gypsum dry wall sheets were chosen for measurement because they are the weakest sections of dry wall installations. Gypsum dry wall is the dominant interior wall covering in the United States, and is affixed to the structure by nailing/screwing ½ to ¾ inch thick, 4 ft by 8 (or 12) ft sheets to the frame wall. Joints between these sheets are connected with a paper tape, which is in turn covered with a thin coating of plaster. These joints are the vertical and horizontal white stripes in the photograph in the middle left in Figure 2.

The plaster coated – paper tape joints are by construction weaker than the gypsum wall board. The joints are constructed – in place -- of thin craft paper covered with about 1/8 inch (3 mm) of plaster. The manufactured sheets are a three layer sandwich of ~ 2mm of paper – 8 to 12 mm of gypsum – and ~ 2 mm of paper. They have to be strong enough and flexible enough to withstand large vibrations during transport as well as distortion caused by irregular lifting.

In addition to measuring response of the uncracked tape joints, response of the drywall sheets themselves was measured to provide a baseline comparison. This baseline response is that of the paper-gypsum-paper sandwich and the metallic gauge. It is similar to the null gauge response that is reported in many of the cases included in the 2008 compilation of crack response measurements (Dowding, 2008).
Measurements described herein were obtained in two houses whose photographs and floor plans are shown in Figure 1: one in Blanford, Indiana and the other near Naples, Florida. Two uncracked drywall joints and a cracked drywall joint in the living room of the Indiana house were instrumented for comparison. Multiple sections of the house shown in the photograph were built over a period of 10’s of years, with the middle the oldest and the right most, two-story section the newest. Each section is built on a basement, with a full basement under the two-story section, a shallow basement beneath the middle, and a crawl space beneath the left (Dowding, 1996). The walls, interior and exterior, are constructed of standard wood studs and were covered in drywall for the observations. One drywall joint in the garage ceiling of the Florida house was instrumented for this study. The Florida house is a slab on grade structure, whose exterior covered walls are built with concrete masonry units (CMU), and interior walls and ceilings were constructed of wood studs and gypsum drywall (Kosnik, 2009).

Context (top) and details (bottom) of the instrument installations are shown in Figure 2 with those for the Indiana house on the left; Florida house on the right. The living room walls in the Indiana house contain the instrumented dry wall joints as shown in the drawing and center photograph. Horizontal and vertical un-cracked dry wall joints are C9 and C10. Uncracked locations near the centers of the drywall sheets are C2 and C6. Drywall joint crack, C7, shown in the bottom right most photograph, is at the doorway (adjacent to C6) between the living room and the kitchen. This crack is not fully extended, and did not extend during the observation period. Out-of-plane, mid-wall motions were measured with velocity transducers as shown in the bottom left photograph.

Similar information for the instrumented garage ceiling drywall joint in the Florida house is shown on the right of Figure 2. Sensor D1 spans the joint and D2 is nearby on the full section drywall. They are installed on the attic, upper, or uninhabited side of the garage ceiling as can be seen in the center photograph. As with the wall measurements, out-of-plane ceiling responses were measured with a velocity gauge as shown in the middle photograph.

Both structures are located near surface mines (Indiana: coal and Florida: limestone), which require blasting. A typical blast, 2000 feet (610 meters) from the Indiana house, involved 54, 100 ft (30 m) deep holes arranged in six rows (in a direction radial to the house). Each hole was loaded with 675 lbs (306 kg) of explosive with four decks and thus ~170 lbs of explosive per delay. Such a shot would produce ground motions with a peak particle velocity of 0.14 ips to 0.9 ips (3.5 mm/s to 23 mm/s) and a dominant frequency of 6 to 30 Hz. The Florida house is located some 3000 to 5000 ft from 30 to 50 hole shots loaded with 50 to 60 lbs of explosive. These detonations produce ground motions with peak particle velocities of some 0.05 to 0.18 ips (1.27 mm/s to 4.6 mm/s) with dominant frequencies between 5 and 33 Hz.

**Comparison of Climatological and Vibratory Responses**

Figure 3 compares four months of responses of the 3 uncracked (C9,C10 & D1) and one cracked (C7) drywall joints, and 3 uncracked drywall sheets (C2,C6 & D2) to temperature and humidity-induced, climatological effects. Time histories of Indiana responses [C] are graphed on the left and Florida time histories [D] are on the right. Variation in temperature and humidity inside and out is presented on the bottom. Joint, crack and sheet responses are plotted to the same scale at
Figure 1 - Photographs and plan views of test structures. Top: Blanford, IN  Bottom: Naples, FL.
Figure 2 - Installation details for the Indiana (left) and Florida houses (right). Wall, joint and sensor orientation are illustrated on the top row. Photographs showing context are in the middle row and with detail on the bottom. C9&10&D1 cross un-cracked drywall joints; C7 crosses a cracked drywall joint; and C2&6&D2 are located on drywall sheets.
Figure 3 - Comparison of four months of climatologically induced responses of Indiana (left) and Florida (right) joints. 30-day central moving average shown with the thick line. Temperature and Humidity are plotted on the bottom (dotted=inside, solid=outside), and joint responses are plotted on the top with common time and response scales for comparison.
the top for comparison.

Responses of the drywall sheets (C2,C6) are small, and positions such as these are regularly used as the null response. The null response describes the response of the sensor metal and uncracked mounting material to changes in temperature and humidity. Comparison to the crack response (C7) shows that dry wall sheet response is so small as to be inconsequential compared to the crack response. It is also small compared to the response of the paper tape joints.

Responses to long-term climatological effects of the uncracked, paper-thin (and thus weak) drywall joints (C9, C10) at the Indiana house are less than 1/10th that of the cracked drywall joint (C7). The drywall joint in the Florida garage (D1) is some five times more responsive to climatological effects than are the Indiana joints. This larger response is not totally unexpected as the Florida joint is in the ceiling of an un-moderated garage during the summer. Indiana joints were on an interior wall of a house heated at a constant temperature during the late winter and early spring. Even though larger than that in Indiana, the Florida uncracked joint response was small compared to crack response in the garage. While there was no cracked joint in the garage ceiling of the Florida house for comparison there was a crack in the garage wall at the interface between the door frame and the CMU wall. This cracked interface was five times more responsive than the uncracked Indiana drywall joints (C9&C10) (Meissner et al, 2010). In both cases, significant changes in exterior humidity, marked with circles, seem to drive the largest long-term crack response. It is reasonable for changes in humidity to produce crack and joint response because of the response to changes in humidity of wooden wall frames to which the sheets are attached.

These long-term measurements, spanning some four months, show that uncracked weaknesses in wall covering are less responsive to long term, climatological effects than other cracked locations. The same is true for vibratory response as shown next.

Vibratory response time histories of uncracked and cracked dry wall joints for these two houses are shown in Figure 4. As before Indiana responses are on the left and Florida’s are on the right. Particle velocity time histories of the ground motions that induce the responses are shown at the top and the joint responses are shown at the bottom. The vertical Indiana drywall joint (C10) responds the most – of all uncracked dry wall joints -- and is far more responsive than the horizontal joint. However, its response is still smaller than that for the cracked joint (C7). Response of the Florida drywall joint (D1) to ground motions is small and barely out of the noise level. The low frequency ground motions at the Indiana house are evident. Their significance will be discussed in the next section

The relationship between vibratory and climatological response for uncracked wall weakness (dry wall joints) is the same as for cracks as shown by the bar chart comparisons in Figure 5. Where climatological response is small, so is vibratory response for both cracked and uncracked joints. Cracking of a joint does not appear to diminish its dynamic response; at least not relative to other uncracked weaknesses such as the joints. Cracked joints are seen to respond more than uncracked joints to both vibratory and climatological drivers. Large response of cracks is not unexpected. The cracking of wall covering provided by the drywall and its weakest element, the paper thin joints, can often be a function of the structural deformation beneath “the wall cover.” Deformation of the underlying structural interface or element is unlikely to be affected significantly by a thin covering.
Figure 4 - Comparison of ground motions (top) with joint responses (bottom) showing unusually low excitation frequency of the Indiana ground motions (left) compared to Florida (right). Cracked joint.

(1 ips = 25.4 mm/s, 1 μ-in = 0.025 μm)
Figure 6 comparison of the vibration response of C7 to that of H3 and H4, structural velocity response at the second story, shows an almost harmonic congruence of the crack response and structural motion. The mass and stiffness of the lower story walls responding to the second story motion will be affected little by the appearance of a hairline crack in a piece of paper spanning a drywall joint.

2. LOW FREQUENCY, HIGH AMPLITUDE EXCITATION

Table 1 compares ground motions, structural response and cracked (C7) and uncracked (C9,C10) responses for the lowest excitation frequency, highest amplitude events. As seen in the table, six of the shots produced ground motions in the 5 to 7 Hz range that either coincide with or nearly match the 5 Hz natural frequency of the superstructure demonstrated by the 5 Hz responses of H3 and H4 velocity transducers in the second story as shown in Figures 4 & 6. These data are unique because they combine measurements of both structural and crack response for a case with unusually high amplitude, low frequency ground motions. These low frequency motions normally arrive later in the wave train and are thus likely to be surface waves. The earlier arriving waves are the higher frequency body waves as described in earlier presentation of these data (Dowding, 1996).

No new cracks or extensions were observed as described in the original project report. Information for the Indiana house has been exhumed from 25 year old project files for this paper. In addition to the extensive instrumentation, the house was thoroughly inspected for cracking before and after each blast. The house was divided into inspection grids, which were visually inspected by the same person in the same fashion in each instance. The project report has been scanned for archival purposes and is available for public inspection (Dowding and Lucole, 1988).

Table 1 allows confirmation of several important issues regarding frequency, amplitude and amplification. Amplification values in Table 1 were calculated in two ways: 1) the OSM Method (Aimone-Martin, et al 2002): as the ratio of the maximum structural velocity divided by the amplitude of the immediately preceding largest particle velocity excitation pulse and 2) by the response spectrum or structural dynamics method, which employs the entire wave train of the excitation pulse. See Appendices A & B in the web version of this paper at www.itl.northwestern.edu/acm for a detailed explanation. Figure 6 presents time histories of ground motion, first-story wall out-of-plane (H1 & H2) and top second story superstructure (H3 & H4) velocity responses. These wall and superstructure motions are compared with un-cracked (C10) and cracked (C7) joint responses for shots 10 and 12 that demonstrate some of the following observations. First, amplification values from low peak particle

Figure 5 - Bar chart comparison of crack/joint/sheet response induced by weather
velocity motions (PPV’s) cannot be assumed to be applicable for high PPV’s. Second, both of the horizontal components must be considered.

Figure 7 graphically compares responses of the 5 drywall joint locations with the maximum PPV in the direction parallel to the wall of interest. These plots contain more data than Table 1, because only 16 events had recorded time histories from which the table was developed. The other responses are tabulated in the 1988 Dowding & Lucole report. They are remarkably consistent and show the same trends that were measured in previous crack-structural response studies that are summarized in Office of Surface Mining reports (Aimone-Martin et al, 2002). Cracks continue to respond more than do uncracked weaknesses as can be seen by the comparison of C7 and C10’s sensitivity to PPV as also tabulated in Table 1. A steeper slope for C7 implies greater sensitivity. Here the cracked joint sensitivity is approximately 3 times greater than that for the uncracked joint even for low dominant frequency ground motions. These comparisons show in Figure 7 that even for high PPV (0.4 to 0.9 ips or 10 to 23 mm/s or) and a mix of low (4 to 8 Hz) and higher frequency (9 to 28 Hz) excitation motions, response of the cracked tape joint (C7) is the same as observed for other vibratory environments. Response of C7 follows a relatively linear trend and the sensitivity is similar to that reported by McKenna & Dowding (2004) where they reported slopes of 50 to 1900 compared with approximately 380 and 630 for the two slopes corresponding to C7. When the lowest frequency (4 to 8 Hz) motions were separated for analysis, the sensitivity of the cracked joint increased slightly. There was no discernible difference in sensitivity of the un-cracked joints between low and higher frequency excitation. The ratio of vibratory response to climatological effects is still small even for low frequency excitation. This ratio is 0.18 for typical weather events and even less for the extreme event in April as shown in the bar charts in Figure 5.

The largest crack (C7) response did not occur with the lowest frequency excitation, because the low frequencies were associated with particle velocities below 0.5 ips (12 mm/s). Higher PPV’s were generated by shots detonated closer to the test house with the associated higher excitation frequencies, and thus elicited lower structural response.

CONCLUSIONS

Measurements have been made in two structures to investigate several concerns regarding the usefulness of the observation that cracks respond more climatological than vibratory effects. Concerns addressed are: 1) sensitivity of uncracked locations and 2) crack response in low excitation frequency - high particle velocity environments. Responses of the weakest of wall components, the paper-thin joints between drywall sheets were measured and shown to be less than that of cracked joints. Specifically, measurements presented herein show that a cracked joint does not respond less than other uncracked weaknesses in the wall covering to either climatological or vibratory effects. Even in high particle velocity (0.4 to 0.9 ips or 10 to 23 mm/s) and low excitation frequency (5 to 7 Hz) environments cracks continue to respond more than do uncracked weaknesses.
Figure 6 - Time histories of ground motion, structural response, and cracked (C7) and un-cracked drywall joint response (C10). Low frequency excitation show joint response follows the motion of the upper story. 2/23/87 on the left and 4/2/87 on the right. (1 ips = 25.4 mm/s, 1 µ-in = 0.025 µm)
Table 1 - Tabulation of ground motion characteristics, structural response, amplification values, and associated joint and crack response that shows, high amplification values calculated from low amplitude, single pulses cannot necessarily be employed with higher particle velocities.
Figure 7 - Comparison of uncracked joint (C10,C9) on the right with crack (C7) response on the left to increasing peak particle velocity in the direction of the wall containing the joint/crack. Crack C7 is the most responsive or sensitive (has the steepest slope) of those instrumented. Sensitivity of drywall sheet (C2,C6) is the smallest as expected. Sensitivity of the Florida uncracked joint (D1) is similar to that of C10 for Indiana. (1 ips = 25.4 mm/s, 1 μ-in = 0.025 μm)
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